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Abstract: Functional Movement Screening (FMS) is a movement pattern quality assessment system
used to assess basic movement capabilities such as flexibility, stability, and pliability. Movement
impairments and abnormal postures can be identified through peculiar movements and postures
of the body. The reliability, validity, and accuracy of functional movement screening are difficult to
test due to the subjective nature of the assessment. In this sense, this paper presents an automatic
evaluation method for functional movement screening based on a dual-stream network and feature
fusion. First, the RAFT algorithm is used to estimate the optical flow of a video, generating a set of
optical flow images to represent the motion between consecutive frames. By inputting optical flow
images and original video frames separately into the I3D model, it can better capture spatiotemporal
features compared to the single-stream method. Meanwhile, this paper introduces a simple but
effective attention fusion method that combines features extracted from optical flow with the original
frames, enabling the network to focus on the most relevant parts of the input data, thereby improving
prediction accuracy. The prediction of the four categories of FMS results was performed. It produced
better correlation results compared to other more complex fusion protocols, with an accuracy im-
provement of 3% over the best-performing fusion method. Tests on public datasets showed that the
evaluation metrics of the method proposed in this paper were the most advanced, with an accuracy
improvement of approximately 4% compared to the currently superior methods. The use of deep
learning methods makes it more objective and reliable to identify human movement impairments
and abnormal postures.

Keywords: RAFT; dual stream; feature fusion; functional movement screening

MSC: 68R10

1. Introduction

Functional movement systems [1] include two movement evaluation systems, i.e.,
Functional Movement Screen and Selective Functional Movement Assessment [2] (SFMA),
as well as Y-Balance Test [3] (YBT) and Fundamental Capacity Screen (FCS). With pain as a
cut-off point, the functional movement system can be used for training (with FMS and FCS
as the criteria) or pain assessment (with SFMA as the criteria).

FMS was developed by a physiotherapist named Gray Cook [4]. It is a tool used to
assess functional movement impairments based on proprioception, mobility, and stability.
The FMS test is widely used for on-site evaluation due to its low cost, easy operation,
and non-invasiveness. It consists of seven basic movements that subjects are required
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to complete. The subjects are scored based on the quality of their execution of these
movements, aiming to identify any weaknesses or asymmetries in their fundamental motor
skills. Due to its strict requirements on movements, potential problems with the subjects
that are difficult to detect in their daily lives may be revealed. Weak or asymmetrical
basic movements seriously affect the outcome of the training and increase the risk of
training-induced injuries.

In recent years, many scholars have continuously improved and created new FMS
evaluation methods. Spilz and Munz [5] used an architecture consisting of convolutional,
long short-term memory, and dense layers. To optimize the performance of the network, the
authors conducted extensive hyperparameter optimizations, training the network on data
from different functional movement screening exercises and comparing the performance
on unknown data from both known and unknown subjects. However, due to the authors’
extensive hyperparameter optimizations, the model may overfit against the training data
and perform poorly on unknown data. Huang et al. [6] proposed a dual-stream multi-scale
distillation convolutional neural network (CNN). This network first constructs different
fine-grained representations of key features through multi-scale distillation modules and
internal feature activation blocks. Then, it fuses adjacent layers through close-distance
fusion to further extract and enhance multi-scale information. However, it increases the
computational complexity of the network, especially in situations where a large quantity
of computational resources are needed. Hong et al. [7] proposed an automatic FMS
evaluation method based on an improved Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The authors
trained the GMM using feature data with various scores. However, due to insufficient
data feature extraction during the training performed by the author, the optimized results
yielded poor performance in some special circumstances. Li et al. [8] proposed an indoor
relocalization system based on a dual-stream CNN with color images and depth maps as
network inputs. The distance information is incorporated into the network through the
dual-stream architecture. Although the method proposed in the paper achieved significant
results on some datasets, the performance was not satisfactory in certain special cases due
to the limited size of the datasets.

To overcome the above challenges, this paper proposes an automatic evaluation
method for functional movement screening that combines dual streams with feature fu-
sion. The study combines the feature fusion methods of optical flow and RGB stream to
address [5,6] the challenge of fusing RGB with dual streams in the case of an insufficient
dataset scale and diversity, which makes training data features become more specific. Ac-
cording to [7,8], the deficiencies of poor training outcomes on unknown training sets, and
unsatisfactory feature extraction, this study aimed to enhance the robustness of training
results by achieving RGB and dual-stream fusion using some fusion methods from feature
fusion. The core contributions of this paper can be summarized in the following three
aspects, which involve innovation in data fusion techniques and its significant effects on
performance improvement:

1. We combined the optical flow technique to extract dynamic information and color
information from the RGB data in our data processing. This method not only fo-
cuses on the superficial features provided by static images, but also explores the
underlying temporal dynamics in image sequences, providing a more accurate and
comprehensive data foundation.

2. We propose a novel attention fusion strategy specifically designed for the features of
dual-stream (optical flow and RGB) data. By introducing an attention mechanism, it
effectively integrates two data streams, allowing the model to focus more on the key
information while dealing with complex visual tasks. This method not only improves
the efficiency of feature fusion, but also enhances the model’s adaptability to different
data sources and the accuracy of information extraction.

3. Specifically, the comprehensive protocol we propose achieved a 4% increase in accu-
racy in experiments. This result not only proves the effectiveness of our method, but
also provides a reliable means of improving performance in related fields.
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2. Relevant Theories

Table 1 presents recent advancements in FMS and related work, with the work [9],
which focused on the combination of attention mechanisms and FMS, being most closely
related to our paper. However, our work shifts the focus to the integration of dual-stream
networks and feature fusion with FMS.

Table 1. The summary of FMS.

Paper Approach Contribution Dataset Year

[4] FMS
Assess functional movement impair-
ments based on proprioception, mobil-
ity, and stability

FMS Dataset 2006

[8] Dual-stream
CNN

Improved the relocalization accuracy by
about 20% compared with the state-of-
the-art deep learning method for pose re-
gression, and greatly enhanced the sys-
tem robustness in challenging scenes

Microsoft 7-Scenes
and indoor data sets 2017

[10] C3D-LSTM Showed that there is utility in learning a
single model across multiple actions AQA-7 2019

[11] FMS, SEBT

Assessed the relationships between
FMS, SEBT, agility test, and vertical
jump test scores and sports injury risk
in junior athletes

FMS Dataset 2020

[12] Core
Outperformed previous methods by a
large margin and established a new state
of the art on all three benchmarks

AQA-7, MTL-AQA,
and JIGSAW 2021

[5] CNN-LSTM
Capable of performing complex motion
analytic tasks based on inertial measure-
ment unit data

New dataset and
IMU data 2022

[7] GMM
Effectively performed the FMS assess-
ment task, and it is potentially feasible
to use depth cameras for FMS assessment

FMS Dataset 2023

[9] I3D-AM-
MLP

I3D model evaluation of FMS combined
with attention mechanism FMS dataset 2023

2.1. Dual Streams

Dual streams refer to the concept of splitting a piece of data into two separate streams,
each of which is processed by a separate neural network or processing module. These
two streams typically focus on different types of features or information. For example,
for audiovisual data, one stream focuses on audio data processing while another stream
focuses on video data processing.

Simonyan et al. [13] introduced a dual-stream method, where they split a video into
two parts, one being the spatial stream and the other being the optical flow. The two parts
are fed into an identical network separately; finally, weighted averaging is performed to
obtain the predictions, achieving some decent progress. The I3D model was first proposed
in [14], which expands the traditional 2D CNN to the third dimension by adding a time
dimension. Compared to [13], this model is able to learn deeper features and understand
more complex movements.

Simonyan et al. [13] used a multi-frame dense optical flow-based time-flow CNN to
extract optical flow, which is a traditional algorithm. Next, C et al. [15] proposed a method
called TV-L1, which calculates optical flow based on total variation (TV) regularization
and L1 norm. The key of this method is the top–down pyramid approach, which estimates
flow in multiple scales from coarse to fine and utilizes energy optimization that iteratively
minimizes an energy function to solve the optical flow. Its drawbacks are the slow speed
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and sensitivity to high-texture regions (namely, not accurate enough). Wang et al. [16]
made some modifications to the optical flow fusion portion. They changed the simple
and crude direct fusion into vector fusion, which resulted in a significant improvement in
performance. Sun et al. [17] proposed a method called PWC-Net for optical flow extraction,
which is a deep learning-based optical flow estimation network that uses CNNs to learn
features and perform optical flow estimation. Its key technique lies in combining three key
components–feature pyramids, flow warping, and cost volumes for optical flow estimation.
It also uses a refined module for optical flow estimation to improve accuracy. Its drawbacks
are that it relies heavily on training data and its performance is largely dependent on the
quality and diversity of the training data. At the same time, it is very computationally
intensive. Z et al. [18] proposed a new method called RAFT for extracting optical flow.
This is a trainable optical flow estimation method. The core of this method is establishing
correlations between all pairs of pixels and then recursively updating the flow field using
iterative update operators. It shows performance superior to traditional methods.

2.2. Attention Mechanism

The SE (Squeeze-and-Excitation) [19] attention mechanism first performs a Squeeze
operation, where it uses global average pooling to compress each channel of the feature
map, resulting in a channel descriptor that captures global receptive field information. It
then proceeds with the Excitation operation, utilizing two fully connected layers to learn
the dependencies between channels and generate a set of weights. These weights are
used to recalibrate the features of each channel. CBAM (Convolutional Block Attention
Module) [20] consists of two sub-modules: CAM (Channel Attention Module) and SAM
(Spatial Attention Module), which perform attention operations on the channels and spatial
dimensions, respectively. This not only saves parameters and computational power but
also ensures that it can be integrated into existing network architectures as a plug-and-play
module. We conducted experiments comparing the methods of feature fusion using SE
and CBAM. Additionally, ResNet implements a non-local [21] attention mechanism, which
directly captures long-range dependencies by computing interactions between any two
positions, without being limited to adjacent points. This is analogous to constructing a con-
volution kernel of the same size as the feature map, thus maintaining more information. We
have also compared our approach with the method using ResNet with non-local attention.

2.3. Feature Fusion

Feature fusion refers to the concept of combining features from different sources or
different types of data to improve the performance of a model or the accuracy of decision-
making. Its goal is to integrate multiple feature sets, making the fused features more
effective and information-rich than any single feature.

The following several feature fusion methods are typically used for optical flow:
Simple concatenation: Different feature sets are directly concatenated to form a longer

feature vector. There is no need to use complex algorithms, and all original feature infor-
mation is preserved.

Weighted fusion: Different weights are allocated to different feature sets, and then
weighted averaging or weighted combination is performed. By reflecting the importance of
different features through weights, the sensitivity of the model to key features is enhanced.

Model-driven fusion: Machine learning models (e.g., neural networks) are used to
learn how to effectively combine different features.

Decision-level fusion: Feature fusion occurs at the decision-making level of the model,
for example, through a voting system or multi-model integration. The advantage of
this method is improved robustness of the model. It reduces the risk of overfitting by
integrating multiple models, and it can combine the strengths of different models to
enhance overall performance.

Based on the above-mentioned methods, this study adopted an attention mechanism-
based feature fusion method. Specifically, we used a relatively simple model-driven
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fusion method, which only requires one attention mechanism in the fusion process, while
implementing the fusion operations through incorporating three feature fusion methods,
namely, MS-GAU, MS-SE, and MS-SA in the Multi-Scale Channel Attention Module (MS-
CAM) proposed in [22]. For comparison with the methods mentioned in this article, we
adopted the SE attention mechanism for feature fusion.

In this study, three feature fusion methods mentioned above were implemented based
on SE, with two feature maps X, Y ∈ RC×H×W considered, where X represents the RGB
stream feature map extracted from consecutive frames, and Y represents the corresponding
optical flow feature map. Normally, we assume that the optical flow feature map Y has a
larger receptive field, which means it can capture broader motion information. Based on
the SE attention module, the three fusion methods mentioned above can be represented as
follows:

Z = AM(Y)⊗ X + Y (1)

Z = AM(Y)⊗ Y + X (2)

Z = AM(Y + X)⊗ X + Y (3)

where Z ∈ RC×H×W represents feature fusion, + represents initial feature integration,
and AM represents the SE attention module. MS-GAU, MS-SE, and MS-SA are shown
in Figure 1a–c, where (a) represents the multiplied fusion of optical flow and RGB flow
through the AM layer; (b) represents self-fusion with a focus on optical flow; (c) represents
weighted fusion of optical flow and RGB flow through the AM layer, followed by multiplied
fusion with the original RGB flow.

Figure 1. Feature fusion map.

Although there are many differences in implementation between various methods
for feature fusion in different scenarios, once abstracted as mathematical forms, these
differences in detail disappear. Therefore, to be applicable to most common scenarios, [22]
proposed a unified general protocol called Attention Feature Fusion (AFF), as shown in
Figure 1d, where the dotted line represents 1 − AM(X + Y). Based on SE, AFF can be
represented as follows:

Z = AM(X + Y)⊗ X + (1 − AM(X + Y))⊗ Y (4)
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2.4. I3D Infrastructure

Joao and Andrew [14] proposed I3D, demonstrating how 3D benefits from ImageNet’s
2D design and how it benefits from their learning parameters. They adopted two types of
flow configurations. Although 3D ConvNets can directly learn temporal patterns from the
RGB stream, their performance can still be greatly improved by including an optical flow.

Deep learning requires the full utilization of the spatiotemporal information of move-
ments in videos for movement recognition. In order to fully utilize the spatiotemporal
features in videos to improve the accuracy of movement recognition and save relevant infor-
mation at a lower cost, a spatiotemporal feature fusion movement recognition framework
using a sparse sampling scheme is proposed. Sparse sampling is used to obtain the RGB
image and optical flow map of the video, which are then input into the VGG-16 network to
extract the spatiotemporal features of the video. The fusion spatiotemporal CNN is used
to extract intermediate spatiotemporal fusion features, which are then input to the C3D
CNN to recognize the classification of the movements. The experimental results from the
HMDB51 and UCF101 datasets show that the framework can make full use of the temporal
and spatial information of videos, achieving a high accuracy in movement recognition.

In this study, the I3D network was used to extract video features in the temporal and
spatial dimensions at different scales and levels. Each input video is first split into S parts.
Then, a few frames are selected from each part to create a clip. Next, the S clips representing
the entire video are input into a 3D-CNN. The 3D-CNN extends 2D-CNN in the temporal
dimension and is more suitable for capturing three-dimensional data features in videos.
The 3D-CNN weights are the same for all clips.

3. The Protocol Proposed in This Paper

The network structure proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2. The FMS video
stream to be tested is input into the network. Afterwards, the video stream is input into
the network in the form of a sliding window, and the RGB stream of the video is extracted.
Furthermore, the RAFT algorithm is used to process video optical flow estimation. This
generates a set of optical flow images that represent the motion between consecutive
frames of a video. These optical flow images are then input into the I3D model, aiming
to capture spatiotemporal features from the image sequence. The original video frames
are also processed by the same I3D model to capture spatial features. However, it should
be noted that the optical flow information is not included in the model for training and
updating parameters.

Figure 2. Overall infrastructure of FMS scoring.

Then, the attention mechanism is used to combine the features extracted from the
optical flow by the I3D model with the original frames. The attention mechanism allows the
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network to focus on the most relevant parts of the input data, potentially improving the ac-
curacy of predictions. Subsequent experiments showed that this concise fusion protocol had
improved performance compared to many more complex fusion protocols. The combined
features are further transformed in their feature representation through MLP. Then, the out-
put of the MLP is sent; the output could be the name of a specific process or a placeholder
for parts of the model whose function has not been defined. Finally, the processed data
are used for score prediction, which indicates that the model is designed to evaluate input
video frames and generate scores, potentially as part of a classification or regression task.
This network structure combines optical flow information with spatiotemporal features of
the original frames for prediction. Before the final prediction, a three-dimensional CNN
and attention mechanism are used to refine the feature representation.

3.1. Data Preprocessing

In this paper, we resized images using different interpolation algorithms based on ran-
domly generated 4 numbers between 0 and 3. We used four different interpolation methods,
including nearest neighbor interpolation, bilinear interpolation, bicubic interpolation, and
Lanczos window interpolation. To ensure data consistency, we normalized the data using
the probability density function (PDF) of the normal distribution, thus making the sum of
all the data equal to 1. In the process of obtaining image sets, we created a multivariate
combination, which includes center cropping, conversion to tensors, and normalization. In
addition, image enhancement was performed by using temporal and spatial enhancement
techniques to improve the overall outcome of the experiment. Each movement was further
divided into left and right sides. Upon examining the dataset, it was found that there were
too many videos with a score of 2. To achieve better results, we selected the dataset for
8 movements: M01, M03, M05, M07, M09, M11, M12, and M14, and we only analyzed the
left side of the body. The train set comprised 276 videos. The test set consisted of 90 videos.

3.2. Feature Extraction

In the feature extraction, we used the I3D model as the main network, which inflates
the 2D curve network into 3D. Instead of repeating the process of spatiotemporal modeling,
it simply converts the successful image (2D) classification model into a three-dimensional
ConvNet to capture information in the temporal dimension.

In the method in this paper, two independent streams are used: the RGB flow branch is
used to extract visual features for each frame, while the optical flow branch is used to extract
features of surrounding pixels using RAFT, build a multi-scale 4D correlation space for all
pixel pairs, and iteratively update the optical flow field through the GRU recurrent units
to simulate the iterative optimization process in traditional methods. These two branches
are finally merged at the feature level to obtain a comprehensive feature representation
that includes both appearance and motion information. This dual-stream architecture
allows the models to simultaneously consider the spatial and temporal characteristics of the
video, thus enabling a more accurate understanding and classification of the movements in
the video.

3.3. Dual-Stream Fusion Protocol

Previously we introduced four feature fusion techniques in detail: multi-scale channel
attention fusion (MS-GAU), multi-scale spatial expansion (MS-SE), multi-scale spatial
attention (MS-SA), and adaptive feature fusion. Inspired by these methods, this paper
proposes an innovative fusion strategy, whose core idea is embodied in Formula (5):

Z = X ⊗ AM(Y) (5)

This strategy adopts the basic framework mentioned earlier and integrates the optical
flow and RGB flow obtained from the feature extraction process mentioned in Section 2.2.
By using the attention mechanism only once, we achieved an effective fusion of these two
streams and generated a comprehensive feature representation.
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The introduction of the attention mechanism module enables the model to focus atten-
tion on movement changes in the data and improves model performance and generalization
ability. This method in this paper provides an efficient, concise, and effective way to merge
different feature representations while preserving the interpretability and flexibility of
the model. This method is particularly suitable for computing environments that require
real-time performance and have limited resources, effectively handling video features and
playing an important role in FMS.

3.4. Score Prediction

In the model proposed in this paper, a four-class classification system is used to predict
score distribution. By analyzing patterns and trends in the dataset, the model is able to
effectively categorize the observations into predefined score intervals.

3.4.1. Gaussian Distribution of the Initial Data

In the last fully connected layer, there are 4 outputs representing the four levels that
comply with the FMS scoring criteria. During the data preprocessing stage, the label
data are transformed into a score distribution and processed using a Gaussian function.
Formula (6) represents the probability density function value of the true score.

g(c) =
1√
2πσ

exp(− (c − s)2

2σ2 ) (6)

s represents the mean of the initial label scores for data, and σ represents the standard
deviation. The scores are discretized at intervals as c = [c1, c2, c3, c4]. The magnitude
of each score is described as g(c) = [g(c1), g(c2), g(c3), g(c4)], representing probability
density values. Then, the probability density function values are normalized to obtain the
normalized probability values.

tmpi =
g(ci)

∑4
j=1 g(cj)

(7)

3.4.2. Kullback–Leibler (KL) Divergence

In this paper, numerical representations of two image features are obtained by extract-
ing features of optical flow and spatial flow. KL divergence is a measure of the difference
between two probability distributions. In the KL loss, the standard deviation of the as-
sumed Gaussian distribution is an unknown parameter that the network needs to learn to
estimate. KL divergence is only the expectation of the logarithmic difference between the
probabilities of the data in the original distribution and the approximate distribution. It
has both a probability distribution p and an upper approximation distribution q.

DKL(p ∥ q) =
N

∑
i=1

p(xi)(log
p(xi)

q(xi)
) (8)

4. Experiment
4.1. Data and Experimental Environment

The dataset used in the paper was constructed by Xing et al. [23]. The data were
collected by two Azure Kinect depth cameras from 45 subjects aged between 18 and
45 years. The dataset includes exercises such as squat, hurdling, split squat, shoulder
mobility, straight leg raise, trunk stability push-up, and rotary stability. We split the dataset
based on [9]. The experiment ran on a server utilizing cloud computing power, with
AutoDL. The running environment was as follows: 32 vCPU, AMD EPYC 9654, 96-core
processor, 120 G internal storage, two GPUs: RTX 4090 (24 GB), PyTorch v1.10.0, Python
v3.8 (ubuntu20.04).
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4.2. Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation metrics in this paper include accuracy, maF1, and Kappa coefficient.

1. Accuracy: Accuracy serves the purpose of providing a quick and intuitive evaluation
of performance, informing us of how well the model performs on the entire test set.
As shown in Formula (9), Prei represents the number of correct classes for the i-th
classification, 4 represents the number of classes, and N represents the total number
of samples.

Accuracy =
∑4

i=1 Prei

N
(9)

2. Macroscopic F1 (maF1): When we are dealing with multiclass problems, we usually
need an evaluation metric to measure the average performance of the model across all
classes. F1 is the macro score. We first calculate the F1 score for each class and then
calculate the mean of these scores. As shown in Formula (10), N represents the total
number of classes, and F1 represents the score of the i class.

maF1 =
∑N

i=1 F1i

N
(10)

3. Kappa coefficient: It is a statistical measure used to assess the agreement between
two evaluators or models in a classification task, taking into account chance agree-
ment. It can be used to measure the consistency between predicted values and actual
labels. In classification problems, the most common evaluation metric is Accuracy,
which directly reflects the proportion of correct classifications and is computationally
straightforward. However, in real-world classification tasks, the number of samples in
each class often tends to be imbalanced. When dealing with such imbalanced datasets
without adjustment, models can easily be biased towards the majority class at the
expense of the minority class. In such cases, a metric is needed that penalizes this
“bias” in the model rather than just using accuracy. The kappa coefficient, calculated
based on a formula that accounts for chance agreement, provides a lower score for
more imbalanced confusion matrices. Consequently, models with a strong “bias”
toward the majority class receive lower kappa scores, appropriately reflecting their
shortcomings in capturing the minority class. The formula for calculating the kappa
coefficient is shown as Formula (11):

K =
Po − Pe
1 − Pe

(11)

where Po represents the observed consistency (namely, proportion of correct predic-
tions for the model, consistent with Formula (7)), and Pe is the expected consistency
due to random chance. Pe is calculated based on the probability of random prediction
in each class.

4.3. Experiment and Result Analysis

In our experiment, we set multiple parameters to control the training and evaluation of
the model. The learning rate “lr” was set to 0.0004, and the L2 weight decay “weight_decay”
was set to 0.00005. These two parameters control the learning process and complexity of
the model.

To ensure experiment reproducibility, we set the random seed “seed” to 1. During the
data loading process, we set the number of subprocesses “num_workers” to 8 to improve
data loading efficiency. The parameter “gpu” is used to specify the GPU device to be used,
which can improve the training speed of the model. We set batch sizes “train_batch_size”
and “test_batch_size” (with default values of 8 and 20) separately for the training and
testing phases. The number of training epochs “num_epochs” was set to 100, which
determined the duration of the model training.
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During each training epoch, our model is first trained on a training set and then tested
on a test set. During the training phase, the model parameters are updated based on the
loss function. During the testing phase, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient of the
model’s predicted scores and true scores is calculated to evaluate the performance of the
model. If the performance of the model exceeds the previous best performance, the current
model parameters will be saved.

4.3.1. Comparative Experiment Analysis

In this section, we compared our method with current popular video quality assess-
ment algorithms and conducted an empirical analysis using the FMS dataset. Based on
complete experimental data, as shown in Figure 3, (a) and (b), respectively, represent
the data changes in Macro_ f 1 and Accuracy in MS-GAU, MS-SE, RESNET-MLP, and our
method. The horizontal axis (Epoch) of the coordinate system represents the number
of training epochs for all samples in the training set, and the vertical axis of (a) and (b),
respectively, represents the values of the two evaluation metrics mentioned above. The
experimental method in this paper reached its optimum at the 89th epoch, with Macro_ f 1
and Accuracy reaching 88.89% and 88.95%, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that
when training using MS-SE along with our method, the fitting speed is fast. However,
when using MS-GAU and RESNET-MLP, the fitting speed is too slow. This indicates that
self-fusion using optical flow can better extract the spatiotemporal features of FMS. In
addition, the method proposed in this paper is more stable in terms of the variation in
evaluation metrics during the training process compared to MS-SE.

(a)Accuracy of different model in training epochs

(b) Macro_F1 of different model in training epochs

Figure 3. Comparison of changes in evaluation metrics.

As shown in Figure 4, the x-axis represents the predicted scores of the model, while the
y-axis represents the actual scores. The terms “1 point”, “2 point”, and “3 point” correspond
to the three levels of FMS scoring. The “0 point” is considered abnormal and should be
directly ignored. The sum of elements in each row in the figure reflects the actual number
of samples in the corresponding class. By comparing the results of four different methods
(with the diagonal representing the correct matched class), we can clearly see that the
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protocol proposed in this paper has the highest number of correct recognitions (26, 28, and
26, respectively). This result demonstrates that the method yielded performance superior to
the other three leading techniques and shows more excellent classification outcomes than
those of the other two feature fusion protocols, MS-GAU and MS-SE. This result confirms
the high accuracy and reliability of our model in understanding and evaluating movements.
We believe that this improvement in performance is due to the model’s ability to capture
fine-grained dynamic features and effectively encode complex movement sequences. This
will help further enhance the performance and usability of the model in future research.

(a)I3D-MLP (b)MS-GAU

(c)MS-SE (d)Ours

Figure 4. Confusion matrix for different methods during the testing phase.

By further comparing the experimental results, as shown in Table 2, we found that our
method had an accuracy improvement of 4.45% and a significant improvement in maF1%
and Kappa indicators of 4.42% and 6.67%, respectively, when compared with I3D-MLP.
In addition, compared to the RESNET-MLP, which comes with a non-local self-attention
mechanism, our method yielded a significant improvement, indicating that the protocol
proposed in this paper not only focuses on spatial relationships but also takes care of the
temporal information in the time series. These compelling data provide sufficient evidence
of the outstanding performance and clear advantages of our method on the FMS dataset.

Table 2. Comparative experiment results.

Protocol Accuracy (%) maF1 (%) Kappa (%)

I3D-LSTM [24] 71.11 70.90 56.66
I3D-MLP [25] 84.44 84.53 76.66
Improved-GMM [7] 80.00 77.00 67.00
RESNET-MLP [21] 84.44 84.12 76.67
Ours 88.89 88.95 83.33

The comparison of model parameters and computational cost for the proposed model
is presented in Table 3. FLOPs refers to the number of floating-point operations, with “s”
indicating seconds, meaning the number of floating-point operations per second, which is
a standard measure of a network model’s computational cost. Params denotes the total
number of parameters that need to be trained in the network model. As can be seen from
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the table, our method is comparable to the classic I3D-MLP, with the main difference being
in the number of parameters due to the attention mechanism module.

Table 3. Comparison of model parameters and computational cost.

Model Params Params

I3D-MLP [25] 12.98 M 27,877.32 M
Ours 13.11 M 27,877.45 M

The activation histograms for the MLP layers of the model are presented in Figure 5.
Both models have four layers in their MLP, with the linear layer sizes changing as [1024, 512,
256, 128, 4]. The horizontal axis represents the activation values of the neural network layers,
which are the outputs of the neurons. The vertical axis indicates the frequency of occurrence
of neuron outputs within a specific activation value or range of activation values. Typically,
it is desirable for activation values to have a certain level of diversity, avoiding concentration
on specific values. However, as seen in Figure 5, the activation values in Figure 5b are
more concentrated compared to those in Figure 5a, yet the model’s performance is better.
This suggests that the model has learned effective feature representations within specific
activation ranges. Even if the activation values are concentrated, as long as they can
effectively distinguish between different classes, the model’s performance can still be
good. The model uses ReLU activation functions, which alleviate the vanishing gradient
problem and allow the network to learn deep representations. Even if the activation values
appear concentrated in some layers, the overall network is still able to effectively propagate
gradients and learn.

(b)Ours(a)I3D-MLP

Figure 5. Comparison of different methods.
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4.3.2. Visualization Experiment Analysis

To demonstrate the comparison of our method with other protocols, we selected
20 results from the M03 class movements for visualization and compared them with the AFF
and MS-SE methods. As shown in Figure 6, the line graph above shows the results of AFF,
MS-SE, Ours, and the ground truth labels. By observing the results in the graph, we can see
that the AFF method shows significant deviations from the ground truth labels at multiple
points. This indicates that this complex fusion method is not suitable for the merging
of dual streams in FMS. On the contrary, the method proposed in this paper can better
match the ground truth labels, with only a few errors observed in classification 3. Figure 6.
Examples of movements in two subjects classified using the method proposed in this paper.
In (1), the movements of the subjects that should be assigned a score of 1 are misclassified
as a score of 2 by AFF and MS-SE. In (2), the movements of the subjects that should be
assigned a score of 2 are misclassified as a score of 1 by MS-SE. In contrast, the method
proposed in this paper can accurately recognize cases where the subject’s foot is not placed
flat in movement M03 and assign a score to the movement in the correct classification.

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

AFF:    2

MS-SE:2

Ours:    1

True:    1

AFF:    2

MS-SE:1

Ours:    2

True:    2

Figure 6. Comparison of different methods.

4.3.3. Ablation Experiment Analysis

In this study, the contribution of feature fusion to model performance was investigated
through ablation experiments. The role of feature fusion in the model mainly lies in how
to effectively combine features from different sources or types for the model to learn and
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generalize better. As shown in Table 4, models that incorporate feature fusion have a higher
accuracy, maF1, and Kappa coefficients than models without feature fusion, even when
they have the same number of MLP layers. This indicates that introducing an attention
mechanism has a significant positive impact on the performance of the model. In addition,
this paper introduces four attention feature fusion methods and combines our method with
the MS-SE method, which has the best model performance. The accuracy, maF1%, and
Kappa metrics were improved by 4.45%, 4.42%, and 6.67%, respectively. In addition, the
effects of the Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) [20] and SE attention fusion
were compared. Compared with CBAM, the effect of the SE fusion improved Accuracy
by 3.33%, and it improved maF1% and Kappa indicators by approximately 24% and 5%,
respectively. The model achieved an optimal performance. The experimental results show
that the feature fusion method helps models achieve better performance on complex tasks.
Feature fusion using attention mechanisms can strengthen the importance of key features.
The model can learn to assign higher weights to those features that are most useful for
predicting tasks, while ignoring less important features, thus improving the accuracy and
consistency of classification for the model.

Table 4. Ablation experiment analysis.

Feature-Fusion Protocol Accuracy (%) maF1 (%) Kappa (%)

I3D-MLP [25] 84.44 84.46 76.67
MS-GAU [22] 82.22 82.42 73.33
MS-SE [22] 85.56 85.37 78.33
MS-SA [22] 82.22 82.39 73.33
AFF [22] 82.22 82.42 73.33
Ours + CBAM [20] 85.56 64.32 78.45
Ours + SE 88.89 88.95 83.33

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to input the FMS video stream to be tested
into a network for further processing. First, the video stream is input into the network
in the form of a sliding window, and the RGB stream of the video is extracted. Next, the
RAFT algorithm is used to estimate the optical flow of the video, generating a set of optical
flow images that represent the motion between consecutive frames. Further, we input these
optical flow images and original video frames into the I3D model to capture spatiotemporal
and spatial features. It is worth noting that although optical flow information plays an
important role in the feature extraction stage, we did not use optical flow information to
update parameters during the model training process.

We also employed an attention mechanism to combine the features extracted from
the optical flow with the original frames. This mechanism allows the network to focus on
the most relevant parts of the input data, thereby improving the accuracy of predictions.
Subsequent experiments verified that this concise feature fusion protocol significantly
improved the performance compared to many complex fusion protocols. After feature
fusion, we used MLP to further transform the feature representation and then used the
output of the MLP for subsequent prediction tasks.

The I3D model used in the work has a large number of parameters. In a future
work, we will attempt to generalize and lighten the model structure to adapt it to more
datasets and scoring tasks. Additionally, we can introduce the popular Transformer model
architecture to improve the FMS automatic evaluation method, achieving a finer-grained
assessment.
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